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Abstract
Development of flapping wing aerial vehicle (FWAV) has been of interest in the aerospace community with ongoing research into unsteady and low Reynolds number aerodynamics based on the
vortex lattice method. Most of the previous research has been about pitching and plunging motion of
the FWAV. With pitching and flapping motion of FMAV, people usually study it by experiment, and
little work has been done by numerical calculation. In this paper, three-dimension unsteady vortex
lattice method is applied to study the lift and thrust of FWAV with pitching and flapping motion.
The results show that: 1) Lift is mainly produced during down stroke, however, thrust is produced
during both down stroke and upstroke. The lift and thrust produced during down stroke are much
more than that produced during upstroke. 2) Lift and thrust increase with the increase of flapping
frequency; 3) Thrust increases with the increase of flapping amplitude, but the lift decreases with
the increase of flapping amplitude; 4) Lift and thrust increase with the increase of mean pitching angle, but the effect on lift is much more than on thrust. This research is helpful to understand the
flight mechanism of birds, thus improving the design of FWAV simulating birds.
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1. Introduction
All flying animals in the nature use flapping-wing flight mode. For more than a decade, flapping wing aerial vehicle (FWAV) inspired by biological flyers such as insects and birds are suitable for missions involving confined spaces, such as buildings or short distances. Therefore, studying flapping-wing aerial vehicles have a wide
application foreground.
Recent studies have uncovered previously unknown unsteady aerodynamic mechanisms of flapping flight.
These include the clap and fling [1], leading edge vortex generation [2], rotational lift [3], and wing-wing interaction [4] mechanisms, which help explain the basic principles of unsteady force generation in flight. The
aerodynamics of insect wings is entirely different from the conventional wings. However Kesel [5] showed that
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the wings of dragonfly is comparable wing conventional profiles in a steady flow, but unlike conventional profiles negative pressure occurs on both the upper and lower surfaces of the wing at angles of attack from −100 to
00. Reduced frequency increases with increase in unsteady effects and for an insect it will be greater than 0.75.
But in the case of birds [6] they are very low and crudely give their forward velocity, it is most often described
by the vortex wing theory [7].
Most researchers studied a combined pitching and plunging motion of FWAV, such as Jones [8], Heath cote
[9], Stewart [10], and so on. Their analysis was based on two-dimension aerodynamic model.
To research the pitching and flapping motion of flapping wing, since the complexity of airflow, people adopted
three-dimension aerodynamic model to calculate the aerodynamic performance of flapping wing. Smith [11] used
an unsteady aerodynamic panel method to simulate a tethered moth’s flapping wings, Fitzgerald et al. [12] studied the fluid-structure interaction of flexible flapping wing systems by unsteady vortex lattice method (UVLM),
and found that UVLM is suitable to calculate the unsteady aerodynamic force. Yu et al. [13] derived a formula
to calculate the aerodynamic force based on three dimension unsteady vortex lattice method and vector analysis.
Some researchers carried out experimental investigation on aerodynamic performance of FWAV. Mazaheri et
al. [14] designed a flapping-wing system and an experimental set-up to measure the unsteady aerodynamic
forces of the flapping wing motion. Muniappan et al. [15] discussed the effect of aspect ratio and the wing planform shape on lift and thrust force experimentally.
Most work mentioned above were either on the numerical analysis or on the experimental investigation. In
this paper, both numerical analysis and experimental investigation will be used to analyze the lift and thrust
characteristics of FWAV with pitching and flapping motion. As an example, birds will be used to explain these
reasons. This research is helpful to improve the design of FWAV.

2. Aerodynamics—Unsteady Vortex Lattice Method
Three-dimension unsteady vortex lattice method (UVLM) is used to calculate the aerodynamics in this paper.
The diagrammatic drawing of UVLM is shown as Figure 1 by discretizing the continuous sheet on a wing into a
set of ring vortices of unknown magnitude. The rings are made of four finite line segments of equal vorticity
magnitude. The Kutta condition is composed on the trailing edge of the wing and no-penetration boundary condition is imposed at a set of control points. At each time step in the analysis the voracity along the trailing edge
is shed into the wake. The finite segments of bound vorticity and wake vorticity induce a downwash on the wing
according to the Biot-Savart law. The Biot-Savart law is then put into matrix form to find the total downwash at
each control point from all of the bound ring vortices and wake vortices.
The pressures and loads can be calculated by using the unsteady Bernoulli equation:
2
Pref − p Q 2 ν ref
∂Φ
=
−
+
(1)
∂t
ρf
2
2
where Pref is reference pressure, p is pressure of fluid, ρf is fluid density, Q is fluid velocity, νref is reference velocity, Φ is the potential of flow, t is the time.
The pressure difference between the flapping-wing upper and lower surfaces is then
 Q 2   Q 2   ∂Φ   ∂Φ  
(2)
∆P = Pl − Pu = ρ  t  −  t  + 
 −

 2 u  2 l  ∂t u  ∂t l 
where Pl is the pressure of lower surfaces, Pu is the pressure of upper surfaces.
The tangential velocity due to the wing vortices will have two components on the wing, and it can be approximated by the two directions, i , j , on the surface. The velocity of i direction due to wing vortices on
each element is
Γij − Γi −1, j
∂Φ
(3a)
±
=
±
2∆cij
∂τ i
±

Γij − Γi , j −1
∂Φ
=
±
∂τ j
2∆bij

(3b)

where “ ± ” represents the upper and lower surfaces, respectively; ∆cij and ∆bij are the panel lengths in the
i-th and j-th directions. Similarly, τ i and τ j are the panel tangential vectors in the i and j directions, Γ
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Figure 1. Diagrammatic drawing of vortex lattice method [16].

is the strength of the vortex.
Since for this vortex ring model ∆Φ = Γ ,

∂ Γij
=
±
∂t
∂t 2
Substituting these terms into Equation (2) results in
±

∂Φ ij

(4)


Γij − Γi −1, j
=
∆Pij ρ  U ( t ) + uW , V ( t ) + vW , W ( t ) + wW  ⋅τ i ⋅
∆cij

+ U ( t ) + uW , V ( t ) + vW , W ( t ) + wW  ij ⋅τ ij ⋅

Γij − Γi , j −1
∆bij


∂
+ Γij  .
∂t 

(5)

where U ( t ) , V ( t ) , W ( t ) are respectively the fluid velocities of X direction, Y direction and Z direction of inertial coordinate when time is t moment, and uW , vW , wW are respectively the velocity of x direction, y direction and z direction of body coordinate.
The contribution of this panel to the loads is
∆Fij = − ( ∆P ⋅ ∆S )ij
(6)
where ∆P is pressure of element, ∆S is area of element.
The lift can be derived based on vector transfer [13],
∆Lij =
∆Fij ⋅ cosα ij cosβij

(7)

The drag is the force component parallel to the flight direction and each panel contribution is

=
∆Dij

∂







∑ ρ ( wind + wW )ij ( Γij − Γi −1, j ) ∆bij + ∂t Γ ij∆Sij sinα ij 

(8)

where wind is induced velocity of flapping wing.
If the panel is at the leading edge then

=
∆Dij

∂







∑ ρ ( wind + wW )ij Γij ∆bij + ∂t Γ ij∆Sij sinα ij 

(9)

If forward flight velocity is constant, then

∆Tij = −∆Dij

(10)

The total lift and thrust are obtained by integrating the contribution of each element.

L=

∑ ( ∆Fij ⋅ cosα ij cosβij )

(11a)

∑ ∆Tij

(11b)

T=
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3. Production of Lift and Thrust

In this paper, the motion of FWAV can be decomposed as pitching
shown in Figure 2.
These two motion varied with the time can be written as:

(α )

motion and flapping

(β )

α ( t=
) α 0 + α1cos ( 2πft )
β ( t=
) β0 + β1cos ( 2πft )

motion, as

(12a)
(12b)

where α 0 and β 0 respectively represent the mean angle of attack of pitching and flapping motion, α1 and
β1 are defined as the amplitude of flapping and pitching motion respectively, f is flapping frequency (Hz).
The sketch of lift and thrust production during upstroke and down stroke is shown in Figure 3.
A typical wing section is observed, and the aerodynamic force can be obtained by integrating the pressure of
wing surface. The lift and thrust (drag) are the components of the aerodynamic force in the Y-axis and the negative X-axis direction, respectively. Positive thrust and negative lift are produced during upstroke, positive lift
and positive thrust are produced during down stroke.

4. Numerical Calculation
The FMAV we studied is shown in Figure 4. The shape of flapping wing is approximate a quarter of ellipse,
and the equation of ellipse is
2

2

 x   y 
1

 +
 =
 0.08   0.17 

In order to calculate the lift and thrust, we assume original parameters of flapping wing motion are:

α 0 = 7.5, α1 = 0, β 0 = 0, β1 = 42.5 fluid velocity Q = 5 m/s and f = 5.5 Hz .

The lift curve and thrust curve can be calculated in a flapping period by using Equation (11), and as shown in
Figure 5.
Figure 5 shows that lift is mainly produced during down stroke, and drag is produced during upstroke. However, thrust is produced during both down stroke and upstroke. The lift and thrust produced during down stroke
are much more than that produced during upstroke. The average lift during one flapping period L = 12.1 g , and
the average thrust in one period T = 11.9 g .

4.1. Effect of Flapping Frequency on Lift and Thrust
In order to study the effect of flapping frequency on lift and thrust, f is changed to 4.3 Hz, 6.3 Hz, 7.1 Hz and
7.9 Hz respectively, and other parameters are as same as the original parameters.
Figure 6 is the lift comparison of experiment result and numerical result, and Figure 7 is the thrust comparison of experiment result and numerical result.
Figure 6 and Figure 7 show that the lift and thrust increase with the increase of flapping frequency. To fly
higher and faster, birds can increase their flapping frequency, and it means birds need consume more internal
energy.

4.2. Effect of Flapping Amplitude on Lift and Thrust
In order to study the effect of flapping amplitude on lift and thrust, β1 is changed respectively to 37.5˚, 40˚,
45˚ and 47.5˚, and other parameters are as same as the original parameters.
Figure 8 shows that thrust increases with the increase of flapping amplitude, but the lift decreases with the
increase of flapping amplitude. Birds can increase flapping amplitude to produce more thrust to increase flight
velocity, but the weight of bird changes little, so the coefficient of lift decreases.

4.3. Effect of Mean Pitching Angle on Lift and Thrust
In order to study the effect of mean pitching angle on lift and thrust, α 0 is changed respectively to 2.5˚, 5˚, 10˚
and 12.5˚, and other parameters are as same as the original parameters.
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Figure 2. Motion with pitching and flapping [17].

(a)

(b)

Figure 3. Sketch of lift and thrust production during upstroke and downstroke. (a) downstroke;
(b) upstroke.

Figure 4. FMAV.
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Figure 5. Lift and thrust curve in one flapping period.
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Figure 6. Effect of flapping frequency on lift.
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Figure 7. Effect of flapping frequency on thrust.
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Figure 8. Effect of flapping amplitude on lift and thrust.

Figure 9 shows that the lift and thrust increase with the increase of mean pitching angle, but the effect on lift
is much more than on thrust. To obtain much more lift, birds need increase mean pitching angle.
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Figure 9. Effect of mean pitching angle on lift and thrust.

5. Conclusions
Three-dimension unsteady vortex lattice method is applied to study the lift and thrust of FWAV with pitching
and flapping motion. The following conclusions can be reached based on this study:
1) Lift is mainly produced during down stroke; however, thrust is produced during both down stroke and upstroke. The lift and thrust produced during down stroke are much more than that produced during upstroke.
2) Lift and thrust increase with the increase of flapping frequency;
3) Thrust increases with the increase of flapping amplitude, but the lift decreases with the increase of flapping
amplitude;
4) Lift and thrust increase with the increase of mean pitching angle, but the effect on lift is much more than on
thrust.
This research is helpful to understand the flight mechanism of birds, thus improving the design of FWAV simulating birds. In the future we will continue the aerodynamic study of FWAV, such as 1) how the bound vortex and wake vortex affect the thrust in Equation (8); 2) which vortex is mainly to produce thrust; 3) effect of the
section of flapping wing on aerodynamic force.
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